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中 文 摘 要 ： 在現今資訊量豐富、交易變動快速且競爭激烈的商業行為中，提供
消費者延遲付款的寬限期是廣泛被運用的一種策略。供應商提供允
許延遲付款的優惠給零售商(稱為”零售商信用交易期限”)，以鼓
勵零售商提高訂貨意願及增加訂購數量；零售商亦可提供允許延遲
付款的優惠給顧客(稱為”顧客信用交易期限”)，以刺激買氣，增
加消費，提高需求量。然而，零售商若要享受此優惠，往往其訂購
數量須達到供應商要求的最低訂購數量。本研究計畫將針對供應商
及零售商皆分別提供延遲付款優惠給予各自的購買者，同時，供應
商有最低訂購數量的要求下，探討零售商其經濟訂購量，和”顧客
信用交易期限”的擬定。本研究計畫假設供應商提供有條件的延遲
付款優惠，且產品的需求量為”顧客信用交易期限”的增函數，研
究零售商該如何擬訂其訂貨策略和”顧客信用交易期限”，才能使
得每年的總利潤達到最大。研究計畫構建數學模式，藉由模式的求
解來決定零售商的最佳訂購數量、”顧客信用交易期限”及總利潤
。接著，引用數值範例驗證模式的可行性，同時說明訂購策略在管
理上的運用及意涵。

中文關鍵詞： 存貨；經濟訂購量；延遲付款

英 文 摘 要 ： In today’s competitive business transaction, the supplier
or retailer frequently permits a delay of payment for
his/her buyers, in order to encourage his/her buyers to buy
more. The supplier offers his/her retailers a permissible
delay in payments (say “retailer’s trade credit period”)
if the order quantity is large. The retailer also provides
his/her customers a permissible delay in payments (say
“customer’s trade credit period”). This project will
study economic order quantity models for the retailer under
two-level trade credit and the retailer’s trade credit
period depending on order quantity. We assume that the
demand is an increasing function of customer’s trade
credit period, in order to reflect the phenomenon that
customers will increase their demand if the retailer
provides a delay in payments. The purpose of this project
is to find the optimal customer’s trade credit period and
order quantity for maximizing the retailer’s total profit.
The proposed model is illustrated through numerical
examples is reported.

英文關鍵詞： Inventory; Economic order quantity; Permissible delay in
payments
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Abstract 

  In today’s competitive business transaction, the supplier or retailer frequently 
permits a delay of payment for his/her buyers, in order to encourage his/her buyers to 
buy more. The supplier offers his/her retailers a permissible delay in payments (say 
“retailer’s trade credit period”) if the order quantity is large. The retailer also provides 
his/her customers a permissible delay in payments (say “customer’s trade credit 
period”). This project will study economic order quantity models for the retailer under 
two-level trade credit and the retailer’s trade credit period depending on order quantity. 
We assume that the demand is an increasing function of customer’s trade credit period, 
in order to reflect the phenomenon that customers will increase their demand if the 
retailer provides a delay in payments. The purpose of this project is to find the optimal 
customer’s trade credit period and order quantity for maximizing the retailer’s total 
profit. The proposed model is illustrated through numerical examples is reported. 

 

1. Introduction 

In the traditional inventory economic order quantity (EOQ) model, it is tacitly 

assumed that the supplier is paid for the items as the items are received.. However, in 

practice, the supplier may provide a permissible delay to the customer if the total 

amount is paid within the permitted fixed settlement period. The permissible delay in 

payments may also be seen as an alternative to a price discount because it does not 

provoke competitors to reduce their prices, and thus introduces lasting price 

reductions. Goyal (1985) first derived an EOQ model under the conditions of 
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permissible delay in payments. Aggarwal and Jaggi (1995) then extended Goyal’s 

model to allow for deteriorating items. Next, Jamal et al. (1997) further generalized 

the model to allow for shortages. Teng (2002) amended Goyal’s model by identifying 

the difference between unit price and unit cost. Ouyang et al. (2006) proposed a 

general EOQ model with trade credit and partial backlogging for a retailer to 

determine its optimal shortage interval and replenishment cycle. Goyal et al. (2007) 

developed an appropriate EOQ model for a retailer where the supplier offers a 

progressive interest charge. Roy and Samanta (2011) proposed an inventory model 

with two rates of production for deteriorating items with a permissible delay in 

payment. Min et al. (2012) established a replenishment model for deteriorating items 

with trade credit and finite replenishment rate. Yang and Chang (2013) developed a 

two-warehouse partial backlogging inventory model for deteriorating items with 

permissible delay in payment under inflation. Tsao (2014) studied a joint location, 

inventory and preservation decision-making problem for non-instantaneous 

deteriorating items with delays in payments. There are several interesting and relevant 

studies related to trade credits, including Ouyang et al. (2005), Sana and Chaudhuri 

(2008), Chang et al. (2008), Teng (2009), Liang and Zhou (2011), Chern et al. (2013), 

Ouyang and Chang (2013), Bhunia et al. (2014) Guchhait et al. (2014). 

Huang (2003) first established an EOQ model under two levels of trade credit in 

which the supplier provides the retailer a trade credit period M , and the retailer also 

offers its customer a trade credit period N  (with MN < ). Teng and Goyal (2007) 

amended Huang’s model and a relaxed dispensable assumption, MN < . Jaggi et al. 

(2008) proposed an EOQ model with credit-linked demand under a permissible delay 

in payments. Liao (2008) developed an EOQ model with exponentially deteriorating 

items under two-level trade credit. Thangam and Uthayakumar (2009) extended the 

model of Jaggi et al. (2008) and developed an EOQ model with selling price and 
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credit-linked demand for deteriorating items. Chang et al. (2010) proposed an EOQ 

model for exponentially deteriorating items with both upstream and downstream trade 

credits. Lou and Wang (2013) developed an EOQ model for a manufacturer when its 

supplier offers an up-stream trade credit, while it, in turn, provides its buyers with a 

down-stream trade credit. Numerous interesting and relevant papers related to 

two-level trade credit have been published, including Huang (2007), Teng and Goyal 

(2007), Ho et al. (2008), Teng and Chang (2009), Teng et al. (2012), Giri and Maiti 

(2013), Liao et al. (2014). 

The aforementioned studies all implicitly assumed the trade credit period offered by 

suppliers is absolute. However, in reality, a supplier may be willing to offer a 

permissible delay of payments if a retailer orders a large quantity (which is greater 

than or equal to a predetermined quantity, say dQ ), in order to encourage the retailer to 

order more. Further, a supplier does not offer the trade credit period to his/her retailer 

if the order quantity is less than the predetermined quantity. Chang et al. (2003) 

established an EOQ model with deteriorating items where a supplier provides a 

permissible delay of payments for a large order that is greater than or equal to the 

predetermined quantity. Ouyang et al. (2007) developed an EOQ model for 

deteriorating items with permissible partial delay in payment linked to order quantity. 

Teng et al. (2013) proposed an inventory model for increasing demand in a supply 

chain with upstream and downstream trade credits. Chen et al. (2014) studied a 

retailer EOQ model where the supplier offers a conditionally permissible delay in 

payments linked to order quantity. Other studies for trade credit linked to order 

quantity include Chang (2004), Liao (2007), Chang et al. (2009), and Shah and 

Cárdenas-Barrón (2015). 

Based on the above statements, we establish an EOQ model with credit-dependent 

demand under a permissible delay in payments linked to order quantity. In this study, 
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we focus on two levels of trade credit - the retailer’s trade credit period M  and the 

customer’s trade credit period N . We assume the retailer’s trade credit is linked to 

order quantity and the demand is dependent on the customer’s trade credit period. The 

objective of this article is to determine the optimal solutions for the customer’s trade 

credit period, order quantity and replenishment time in order to maximize the total 

profit of retailer. The optimality conditions are derived to find these solutions. We also 

provide an efficient algorithm which is implemented  as an application with a 

graphical user interface to quickly obtain the optimal solutions. Finally, using the 

proposed application, several numerical examples are presented to illustrate the 

theoretical results and the sensitivity analysis of parameters.  

 

2. Notations and assumptions 

The following notations are used throughout this study: 

A : The ordering cost per order 

c : The purchasing cost per unit 

p : The selling price per unit, with cp >  

h : The unit holding cost per unit time excluding interest charge 

eI : The interest earned per dollar per unit time 

cI : The interest charged per dollar per unit time 

M : The retailer’s trade credit period offered by the supplier 

N : The customer’s trade credit period offered by the retailer, where N is a positive 

integer and decision variable 

D  : The demand rate per unit time where the demand rate is an increasing function 

of the customer’s trade credit period( N ) offered by the retailer; that is, 

)(NDD = , where max)( DND ≤ and maxD  is the maximum demand per unit 
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time. For notational simplicity, )(ND  and D  will be used interchangeably 

in this article 

T : The replenishment cycle time (decision variable) 

Q : The order quantity 

dQ : The minimum order quantity for which the delay in payments offered by the 

supplier is permitted, that is, dQ  is a predetermined quantity 

dT : The time interval in which dQ  units are depleted to zero due to demand 

)(tI : The level of inventory at time t , Tt ≤≤0  

),( NTTP : the total profit per unit time, which is a function of T  and N  where 

the total profit per unit time consists of the (a) sales revenue, (b) cost of 

purchasing, (c) cost of placing orders, (d) cost of carrying inventory 

(excluding interest charges), (e) cost of interest charged for unsold items at the 

initial time or after the permissible delay M  and sold items before the 

customer’s trade credit period N , and (f) interest earned from sales revenue 

during the permissible period interval ],[ MN (with MN < ). 

  In addition, the following assumptions are used throughout this paper: 

(1) Shortages are not allowed. 

(2) Replenishment is instantaneous. 

(3) If the order quantity is less than dQ , the payment for the items received must be 

made immediately. That is, the supplier does not offered the trade credit period 

to the retailer. 

(4) If the order quantity is greater than or equal to dQ , the delay in payments up to 

M  is permitted. During the trade credit period, the account is not settled and 

the generated sale revenue is deposited in an interest bearing account. At the end 

of the permissible delay, the retailer pays off all units ordered and starts paying 
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for the interest charges on the items in stock. The retailer can accumulate 

revenue in an account and obtain interest earned when NM ≥ . There is no 

interest earned for the retailer when NM < . 

(5) The ending inventory is zero. 

 

3. Mathematical formulations 

The inventory level I(t) is depleted due to demand. Hence, the rate of change of 

inventory can be expressed as 

                D
dt

tdI
−=

)( ,  Tt ≤≤0 , (1) 

with the boundary conditions QI =)0(  and 0)( =TI . The solution of (1) can be 

easily derived as  

               )()( tTDtI −= , Tt ≤≤0 , (2) 

and the order quantity is given by  

 DTQ = . (3) 

From (3), we can obtain the time interval dT  in which dQ units are depleted to 

zero due to demand, which can be expressed as 

                        dd DTQ = . (4) 

Thus, we know that dT can be determined uniquely from (4), and the inequality 

dQQ <  holds if and only if dTT < . 

The total profit per unit time consists of the following elements. 

(a) Sales revenue = pD . (5) 

(b) Cost of purchasing = cD .                    (6) 

(c) Cost of placing orders = TA / .                (7) 

(d) Cost of carrying inventory = ∫ =
T

hDTTdttIh
0

2//)( . (8) 
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Regarding interest charged and earned (i.e. costs of (e) and (f)), there are two cases 

based on the values of T  and dT , namely Case I: dTT <  and Case II: dTT ≥ . 

The details of the cases are discussed below. 

Case I: dTT <  

  In this case, the order quantity is less than dQ , and so the delay in payments is 

not permitted. The total profit per unit time ),( NTTP  can be derived as 

),(1 NTTP = )
2

(
2

)( TNDcIDTh
T
ADcp c +−−−−  

        = DT
cIh

T
ADNcIcp c

c 2
)(

)(
+

−−−− . (9) 

Case II: dTT ≥  

In this case, the order quantity is not less than dQ  and so the delay in payments is 

permitted. Based on the values of M , N  and NT + , there are three possible 

sub-cases to calculate the interest charged and earned, namely, Sub-case II-1: dTT ≥  

and NTMN +≤≤ , Sub-case II-2: dTT ≥  and MNTN ≤+≤ , and Sub-case 

II-3: dTT ≥  and NTNM +≤≤ . 

Sub-case II-1: dTT ≥  and NTMN +≤≤  

In this sub-case, the retailer starts getting the money at time N  and MN ≤  . 

The total profit per unit time ),( NTTP  as  

22
12 )(

2
)(

22
)(),( NM

T
DpI

MNT
T
DcIDTh

T
ADcpNTTP ec −+−+−−−−=−

 

])()(2[
2
1

2
)())(( 2NMDpIcIA

T
DTcIhDNMcIcp ec

c
c −−+−

+
−−+−= . (10) 

Sub-case II-2: dTT ≥  and MNTN ≤+≤  

  In this sub-case, since NTM +≥ , the retailer receives the total revenue at time 

NT + , and is able to pay the supplier the total purchasing cost at time M . Hence, 

the retailer has no interest charged. Therefore, the total profit per unit time ),( NTTP  

is given as  
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)(
22

)(),(22 NMDpI
DTpIDTh

T
ADcpNTTP e

e −+−−−−=−  

DT
pIh

T
ADNMpIcp e

e 2
)(

))((
+

−−−+−= . (11) 

Sub-case II-3: dTT ≥  and NTNM +≤≤  

  In this sub-case, the customer’s trade credit period N  is equal to or larger than 

the retailer’s trade credit period M , that is, NM ≤ . There is no interest earned for 

the retailer. We can obtain the total profit per unit time ),( NTTP  as  

)](
2

[
2

)(),(32 MNTDcIDTh
T
ADcpNTTP c −+−−−−=−

2
)(

)]([
DTcIh

T
ADNMcIcp c

c
+

−−−+−= . (12) 

 

4. Optimal solutions 

Our objective is to maximize the total profit per unit time ),( NTTP , which is a 

function of the continuous variable T  and the discrete variable N . Hence, the 

problem is to find the optimal values for T  and N  maximizing ),( NTTP . Now, for 

a fixed value of N , the optimal value of T  which maximizes ),( NTTP can be found 

as follows. 

Case I: dTT <  

For a fixed value of N , taking the first-order and the second-order derivatives of 

),(1 NTTP  with respect to T , we obtain the optimal solution is  

                        
DcIh

AT
c )(

2
1 +
= . (13) 

Lemma 1: For a fixed value of N, let )(2
0 cd cIhDT +=D . Then, we have the 

following: 

(1) if 02 D<A , then *
1T = 1T  is the optimal value which maximizes ),(1 NTTP . 
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(2) if 02 D≥A , then the value of T which maximizes ),(1 NTTP does not exist. 

Case II: dTT ≥  

In this case, we consider three sub-cases: 

Sub-case II-1: dTT ≥  and NTMN +≤≤  

Similarly, we obtain the optimal solution is 

                     
DcIh

NMDpIcIA
T

c

ec

)(
)()(2 2

12 +
−−+

=− . (14) 

Lemma 2: For a fixed value of N, 

(1) if dT > NM −  and 

  (a) 22 D≥A , then *
12−T = 12−T  is the optimal value which maximizes ),(12 NTTP − . 

  (b) 22 D<A , then *
12−T = NM −  or dT  is the optimal value which maximizes 

),(12 NTTP − = max{ ),(12 NNMTP −− , ),(12 NTTP d− }. 

(2) if dT < NM −  and 

  (a) 12 D≥A , then *
12−T = 12−T  is the optimal value which maximizes ),(12 NTTP − . 

  (b) 12 D<A , then *
12−T = NM −  or dT  is the optimal value which maximizes 

),(12 NTTP − = max{ ),(12 NNMTP −− , ),(12 NTTP d− }. 

(3) if dT = NM −  and  

  (a) )(2 12 D=D≥A , then *
12−T = 12−T  is the optimal value which maximizes 

),(12 NTTP − . 

  (b) )(2 12 D=D<A , then *
12−T = dT (= NM − ) is the optimal value which 

maximizes ),(12 NTTP − . 

Sub-case II-2: dTT ≥  and MNTN ≤+≤  

Similarly, we obtain the optimal solution is 

                        
DpIh

AT
e )(

2
22 +
=− . (15) 
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Lemma 3: For a fixed value of N, 

(1) if dT < NM − , then *
22−T = 22−T  is the optimal value which maximizes 

),(22 NTTP − . 

(2) if dT = NM − , then *
22−T = dT = NM −  is the optimal value which maximizes 

),(22 NTTP − . 

Note that it is a contradictory case when dT > NM − . 

Sub-case II-3: dTT ≥  and NTNM +≤≤  

Similarly, we obtain the optimal solution is 

                      
DcIh

AT
c )(

2
32 +
=− . (16) 

Lemma 4: For a fixed value of N,  

(1) if 02 D≥A , then *
32−T = 32−T  is the optimal value which maximizes ),(32 NTTP − . 

(2) if 02 D<A , then *
32−T = dT  is the optimal value which maximizes ),(32 NTTP − . 

Using the above lemmas, for a fixed value of N , we obtain the following theorems. 

Theorem 1: For a fixed value of N, if NM > , NMTd −> and ec pIcI > , then 

10 D>D  and the following results are obtained. 

(1) If 02 D≥A , then ),( ** NTTP = ),( 1212 NTTP −− . 

(2) If 02 2 D<<D A , then ),( ** NTTP = max{ ),( 1212 NTTP −− , ),( 11 NTTP }.  

(3) If 22 D≤A , then ),( ** NTTP = max{ ),(12 NTTP d− , ),(12 NNMTP −− , 

),( 11 NTTP }. 

Proof. It immediately follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2-(1). 

Theorem 2: For a fixed value of N, if NM > , NMTd −> and ec pIcI ≤ , then 

10 D<D  and the following results are obtained. 
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(a) For 102 D<D<D , and  

   (1) if 02 D≥A , then ),( ** NTTP = ),( 1212 NTTP −− . 

(2) if 02 2 D<<D A , then ),( ** NTTP = max{ ),( 1212 NTTP −− , ),( 11 NTTP }.  

(3) if 22 D≤A , then ),( ** NTTP = max{ ),(12 NTTP d− , ),(12 NNMTP −− , 

),( 11 NTTP }. 

(b) For 120 D<D<D , and  

   (1) if 22 D≥A , then ),( ** NTTP = ),( 1212 NTTP −− . 

(2) if 20 2 D<<D A , then ),( ** NTTP = max{ ),(12 NTTP d− , ),(12 NNMTP −− }.  

(3) if 02 D≤A , then ),( ** NTTP = max{ ),(12 NTTP d− , ),(12 NNMTP −− , 

),( 11 NTTP }. 

Proof. It immediately follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2-(1). 

Theorem 3: For a fixed value of N, if NM >  and NMTd −< , then 

342 )( D>D=D  and the following results are obtained. 

(1). If 12 D≥A , then ),( ** NTTP = max{ ),( 1212 NTTP −− , ),( 2222 NTTP −− }. 

(2). If 12 D<A , then ),( ** NTTP = max{ ),(12 NTTP d− , ),(12 NNMTP −− , 

),( 2222 NTTP −− }. 

Proof. It immediately follows from Lemma 2-(2) and Lemma 3-(1). 

Theorem 4: For a fixed value of N, if NM >  and NMTd −= , then 

),(12 NTTP d− = ),(22 NTTP d− = ),(12 NNMTP −− = ),(22 NNMTP −− , 

4321 D=D=D=D  and the following results are obtained. 

(1). If 12 D≥A , then ),( ** NTTP = ),( 1212 NTTP −− . 

(2). If 12 D<A , then ),( ** NTTP = ),(12 NTTP d− . 

Proof. It immediately follows from Lemma 2-(3) and Lemma 3-(2). 
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Theorem 5: For a fixed value of N, if NM ≤ , the following results are obtained. 

(1). If 02 D≥A , then ),( ** NTTP = ),( 3232 NTTP −− . 

(2). If 02 D<A , then ),( ** NTTP = max{ ),(32 NTTP d− , ),( 11 NTTP }. 

Proof. It immediately follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 4. 

5. Numerical Examples 

Example 1: Let rNNDD βα +== )( , where )0(D=α  is the initial demand per 

unit time, and β  and r are the customer’s trade credit period ( N ) sensitive 

parameters of demand. Consider α = 80 units/day, β = 30, r = 0.12, A = 

$1000/order, M = 30 days, h = $4.5/unit/year, c = $28/unit, p = $45/unit, eI = 

0.10 per year, cI = 0.15 per year, dQ = 2000 units/order, and 150max =D units/day. 

The optimal solution obtained is:  optimal replenishment cycle *T = 32−T = 25.45 

days, optimal order quantity *Q = 3296.47 units, optimal customer’s trade credit 

period *N = 65days, and optimal total profit per day ),( *** NTTP = $2070.90. 
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